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ABSTRACT

In this note, we describe a simple example of a larger category of techniques we call inexact and inattentive interactions. In situations where interaction with a device represents a disruption from another activity (e.g., disturbing a
social situation, such as a conversation with a coworker, or
an attentionally demanding activity like driving), it is important that basic interactions can be carried out with minimal attention demand so that users can remain focused on
their primary task or situation. To achieve this, these interactions need to avoid physical actions requiring, for example, fine motor control or continuous visual attention –
characteristics typical of most conventional interaction
techniques. In short, such interactions can benefit from being inexact in nature – requiring only gross motor control
and little or no visual assistance.

We introduce Whack Gestures, an inexact and inattentive
interaction technique. This approach seeks to provide a
simple means to interact with devices with minimal attention from the user – in particular, without the use of fine
motor skills or detailed visual attention (requirements found
in nearly all conventional interaction techniques). For mobile devices, this could enable interaction without “getting
it out,” grasping, or even glancing at the device. This class
of techniques is suitable for a small number of simple but
common interactions that could be carried out in an extremely lightweight fashion without disrupting other activities. With Whack Gestures, users can interact by striking a
device with the open palm or heel of the hand. We briefly
discuss the development and use of a preliminary version of
this technique and show that implementations with high
accuracy and a low false positive rate are feasible.

As part of our investigations within this category, we developed a simple interaction technique called Whack Gestures. This technique allows a small number of very simple
but common interactions to be handled with gross movements including, for example, coarsely striking (“whacking”) a mobile device. This interaction can be achieved
without “taking out” the device (e.g., removing it from a
belt-clip or pocket). Indeed, users need not even grasp or
glance at the device.
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INTRODUCTION

Advances in small and low-powered electronics have created new opportunities for mobile computing, generating an
explosion of useful new devices. These devices have tremendous potential to bring the power of computation and
communication to a wider audience and to more aspects of
our lives. However, with this potential comes new challenges for interaction design. Individual device use must be
balanced with other activities and, in general, be appropriate in a wide variety of contexts, both environmental and
social. Without new interaction approaches that are attuned
to this emerging modality, we are likely to increasingly
experience the kind of aggravation typified by cell phones
ringing in meetings and theaters. Much of the potential of
mobile devices could be lost to their human costs.

We were motivated to explore inexact and inattentive interaction because of problems that arose in previous work using the experience sampling method (ESM) [1,2,6,11,12].
This technique allows in-situ information to be gathered
about subject’s everyday activities by periodically asking
them to fill out a survey – often administered with a mobile
device such as a PDA or cell phone. It has been instrumental in collecting training data to drive the creation of learned
statistical models of user activities [4,10,13,14]. However,
both observation of our subjects and personal experience
from serving as pilot subjects indicated that responding to
even very short questionnaires (e.g., one question with only
a few possible responses) could be remarkably annoying
and difficult. This limits responsiveness and/or increases
the costs incurred in using this technique, and makes it difficult to use in deployed products.
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Our informal examination of this issue found that even the
act of getting out the device to turn it off was disruptive in
settings like meetings, and subjects often felt compelled to
remark on it or apologize. Similar behavior is readily ob-
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Figure 1. Whack gesture accelerometer data captured while walking: Z-axis raw data (left) and
“change from background” feature (right). Horizontal scale in seconds.

served for people who receive cell phones calls in similar
settings. This indicated a difficult design challenge since
our target level of attention demand for the interaction had
already been exceeded before the interaction had really
begun. This led us to consider radically different approaches, including schemes that involved quickly manipulating a device without retrieving it or orienting it sufficiently to find and press a button, and eventually to the specific approach described here.

possible, and would likely only marginally affect the quality of the accelerometer-driven data we use for gesture recognition. Gestures are performed by firmly striking the device, e.g. with an open palm or heel of the hand moved towards the waist – an action we refer to simply as a whack.
We feel this interaction is both simple and compelling for
users, and is confirmed in a video scenario and survey study
[16], where this form of interaction was rated most positively among six alternative interaction styles.

While we were initially motivated by ESM applications, we
believe other interactions could also benefit from this approach. Perhaps most compelling of these is quickly responding to (or silencing) a ringing cell phone. Another
scenario is ambient information displays, where users might
optionally respond to the device by simple actions such as
dismissal, deferral, or delegation – saying in essence “yes
I’ve seen that, you can move on”, “show that to me again at
a better time”, or “send that to my assistant.” Such simple
responses could make ambient information displays much
more useful, but only if they were minimally disruptive.
Finally, in continuous recording situations, these simple
interactions might be useful for a “remember this” (or privacy preserving “don’t keep the recording of that”) signal.

Whacks were also selected in part because they can be recognized in a straightforward and high-accuracy manner.
Figure 1 shows accelerometer data (captured while walking) that illustrates this clarity – the distinctive leading and
trailing sharp peaks are whacks. Furthermore, accelerometers are becoming increasingly prevalent in mobile devices,
and have been shown to be well suited for this style of interaction (e.g., [5,7,18]).
We can expect any mobile device to be bumped or jostled
fairly often. As a result, a central concern – in addition to
factors such as intuitiveness and ease of physical action –
will be false positive invocations where ordinary jostling is
incorrectly recognized as a gesture. For example, a preliminary implementation of a related technique described in
[16], reports “on average, 1.5 false taps per minute” while
walking. Such false positives are a major concern with mobile devices, even for conventional button-based interactions. For instance, many mobile devices default to automatically lock the keys after a preset period of inactivity.
Even with this precautionary measure, there are many anecdotal reports of what people’s cell phones “have done all
by themselves” while stored in a user’s pocket or purse.

For these exemplar applications, a small number of stylized
responses are sufficient. For example, consider a cell phone
in conjunction with custom ring tone - responses might be
“shut off ringing” and answer, then play one of two “please
hold” messages. In our ESM work, we have often used
questions with only two or three possible responses. While
these interactions are simple and limited, they still cover
many common cases for applications. It is important to note
that the type of interaction described here is intrinsically
limited in its total expressive power because of the nature of
the physical actions used, and more generally, the limits on
attention demand motivating them. Also, the more complex
operations become, the more likely they are to be efficiently
accomplished with button presses.

Whacks alone, however, do not provide a very expressive
gestural design space (one tends to devolve into Morsecode-like interactions). Further, even with high accuracy
recognition of individual whacks, we believe false positives
will be a concern because “bumps” with similar acceleration profiles can be expected occasionally. To counter this,
our design uses a pair of whacks, which serve as a framing
feature. The user performs the sequence <whack> <signal
gesture> <whack> for one of several possible signal gestures. For the gesture to be accepted, the framing whacks
must being of comparable magnitude and occur within a
limited time window of each other. After consideration of a

WHACK GESTURES

We designed a small vocabulary of gestures intended to
interact with a small mobile device worn at the waist, e.g.,
in a holder attached to a belt. While this clearly does not
cover all of the ways such devices are carried, it does provide an initial feasibility test for the approach. Other locations, such as in the pocket or in the bag or purse, are also
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range of alternatives, we settled on an alphabet of three
specific gestures to evaluate in this initial work:
whack-whack

Using an empty signaling gesture.

whack-whack-whack

Using an extra whack as the signaling gesture.

whack-wiggle-whack

Using a quick shaking motion as
the signaling gesture (this produced the data for Figure 1).

RECOGNITION AND CLASSIFICATION

To develop a proof of concept implementation of this technique, we used accelerometer data collected by a Mobile
Sensor Platform (MSP) [13] (see Figure 2). The MSP is a
pager-sized, battery powered computer with sensors chosen
to facilitate a wide range of mobile sensing applications.
The MSP has ten sensors including: 3-D accelerometer,
barometer, humidity, visible light, infrared light, temperature, 44kHz microphone, and compass. It includes a low
power XScale microprocessor, 32MB RAM, 2GB of removable flash memory for storing programs and logging
data, and a Bluetooth radio. We selected this platform due
to its easy programmability, large non-volatile memory
capacity, and appropriate form factor.

Figure 2. The Mobile Sensor Platform

Once a candidate gesture frame has been identified, the data
is passed to a secondary recognizer. For the whack-wigglewhack gesture, we use a simple energy measure looking at
the average absolute acceleration within the signal frame.
The whack-whack and whack-whack-whack gestures are
recognized by counting peaks (two and three respectively),
which must be separated by no less than 200ms to be considered discrete. If the signal does not conform to one of the
three supported gestures, the frame is ignored.
EVALUATION

For our experiments, we sampled the three axes of the accelerometer 256 times per second and recorded the raw
sensor values on the flash card for later analysis. When attached to a belt as shown in Figure 2, the MSP's accelerometer has its z-axis pointing into the user’s waist, y-axis
pointing down, and x-axis pointing forward. For this implementation we use this case aligned coordinate system.
For other applications, one could use a gravity-aligned coordinate system (using a “gravity tracking” feature already
implemented in the platform software), or employ a coordinate system independent set of features.

To provide a preliminary test of the effectiveness of our
proof-of-concept implementation, we collected data from a
set of 11 volunteer participants (6 female, mean age 29.4).
Each participant was given the MSP, instructed on how to
attach the device, and told to simply go about their normal
routine while wearing it for a period of two hours. This
provided 22 hours of baseline data. Following this collection period, each participant was given very brief demonstration on how to perform the three test gestures. Participants then performed these gestures three times each, which
was recorded for later analysis.

To recognize Whack Gestures, a simple ad-hoc recognizer
was developed. To emphasize large z-axis magnitude
changes, a “change from background” feature is computed
by subtracting an exponential decaying average (with a
decay rate of ½ per time step) from the raw z-axis data.
Figure 1 (right) shows magnitude of this feature computed
from the raw data shown (left). Whacks are characterized
by short, high-intensity pulses within this feature. The
threshold for detection of a whack peak is set to two standard deviations below the user’s mean whack magnitude,
provided during a training phase (six or fewer samples are
needed). Once a pulse of appropriate magnitude is detected,
the next 300ms are monitored, and the highest encountered
magnitude is recorded as the pulse’s true peak. A framing
whack must occur within three-seconds and can vary no
more than ±33% in intensity from the opening whack. If
more than one whack is detected within the three-second
period, the final one is considered the closing gesture. As a
final filter, we compute a simple energy measure between
framing whacks and discard frames which are above a
threshold set to detect periods of high activity or noise (outside the range of the signaling gestures in use).

We measured two accuracy outcomes from this data. First,
we considered the number of false positive recognitions
within our baseline data (where our participants had presumably not intended to perform any gestures). Then we
consider the (true positive) recognition rate for the gestures
known to be demonstrated by the subject. To provide a fair
test, we set aside the data from six randomly selected subjects (our holdout test set) and did not consider it while developing our recognizers, e.g., to pick specific thresholds.
However, it is important to note that our recognizers are not
tightly bound to the specifics of any user or data set.
A vital question to be resolved in the evaluation of this
technique was its ability to avoid false positive activations.
At first, we looked at just the accuracy of detecting the
framing gestures, independent of the signaling gesture that
occurred in between. This allows us to gauge how robust
the technique might be when used with other signaling gesture alphabets. When measuring false positives occurring in
our holdout test set (6 participants), we found one false
positive (yielding a rate of one false positive per 12 hours
of in-the-wild use). No false positives were found within
the remaining subjects, giving an overall rate of one false
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positive in 22 hours of use. (We note that the single false
positive occurred during the first two minutes of recording
and was likely associated with the subject attaching the
device. However, we left these periods in our data since real
devices will likely need to operate in similar conditions.)
Our recognizers correctly classified 100% of the known
framing gestures (performed at the end of the collection
period) from both the testing and holdout data sets.

CONCLUSION

When considering accuracy for the full recognizer, including classification of the signaling gesture, we found that the
gesture recognizer was unable to reject the single false positive framing from our baseline test set, instead recognizing
it as a whack-whack gesture. Our recognizer correctly classified all but one whack-wiggle-whack signal gesture in our
positive test set (seeing it as a whack-whack instead) resulting in an overall true positive rate of 97%.

This work was supported in part by grants from the Intel
Research Council and the National Science Foundation
under Grant IIS-0713509.

We introduced Whack Gestures, an example of a category
of techniques we call inexact and inattentive interaction.
Our approach uses coarse physical actions as a mechanism
for signaling mobile devices in an extremely lightweight
fashion - one where users do not have to “take out the device,” use fine motor control or apply visual attention.
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